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An enticing glimpse of Arturo herrera’s Night Before Last/Chicago is visible to
those entering the u.S. citizenship and Immigration Services (uScIS) building
in chicago. The mural’s tangled arabesques tumble out of sight as they proceed
toward the atrium, sparking curiosity and conversation from visitors and employees
who wish to decipher the artwork’s meanings. In some areas, the swirling lines
gather into evocative fragments of cartoon figures from the 13 disney animated
feature film snow White and the seven Dwarfs. In other sections, the paint strokes
loosen into vibrant abstractions, reminiscent of Jackson Pollock’s famous action
paintings. herrera seamlessly blends these two quintessential icons of American
culture, along with myriad other references and influences, to create an artwork
that resists easy definition and remains open to the unique perspectives and
interpretations of individual viewers.
As the district headquarters for the uScIS, the building receives visitors from all
parts of the world daily. The universally recognizable cartoon imagery of Night
Before Last/Chicago starts viewers out along familiar paths, allowing them to
identify select forms: Snow white’s hair tied with a bow, the bulbous shoes and
caps of the seven dwarfs, the handle of a pickax, a candlestick, small tufts of grass,
a fluttering bird, and many other details. but the longer one looks at herrera’s
collaged image, the more one discovers. Soon, new and more personal associations may begin to emerge. Attempts to interpret the mural’s intricately layered
shapes require creativity, imagination, and a willingness to engage new ideas. Such
qualities are needed for any exploration, and are thematically relevant to the many
visitors who arrive at the federal building in the midst of their journey toward a
new life in a new country.
herrera—who was born in Venezuela—was once on such a journey. Following his
university studies in the united States and periods abroad, he returned to chicago
to pursue graduate education and eventually acquired u.S. citizenship. reflecting
on his own experiences—which included many visits to buildings like this one—
herrera conceived Night Before Last/Chicago as an artwork that speaks to and
energizes the broad range of people visiting the uScIS each day. Mf
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arturo herrera was born in caracas, Venezuela, in 15 and currently lives and works in
berlin and new York. he received his bFA from the university of Tulsa, oklahoma, in 182
and his MFA from the university of Illinois at chicago in 12. Since then, herrera’s work
has been shown in numerous museum exhibitions around the world. Individual exhibitions
of his work include Arturo Herrera: Castles, Dwarfs, and Happychaps (200) at the Aldrich
contemporary Art Museum in ridgefield, connecticut; Arturo Herrera (2005) at the Galician
center for contemporary Art in Santiago de compostela, Spain; and Arturo Herrera (18)
at the renaissance Society of the university of chicago. herrera’s work has been shown in
many group exhibitions, as well, such as Comic Abstraction: Image-Breaking, Image-Making
(200) at the Museum of Modern Art in new York; Extreme Abstraction (2005) at the
Albright-knox Art Gallery in buffalo, new York; splat Boom Pow! The Influence of Cartoons in
Contemporary Art (2003) at the contemporary Arts Museum in houston; the 2002 biennial
exhibition at the whitney Museum of American Art in new York; and Painting at the Edge
of the World (2001) at the walker Art center in Minneapolis. Among herrera’s awards are
a Guggenheim Foundation fellowship in 2005 and a dAAd (German Academic exchange
Service) Fellowship in 2003. Night Before Last/Chicago is herrera’s first permanent public
artwork in the united States.
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